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Abstract 
As everyone knows, dance course is one essential of the preschool education 
major, in mostly colleges of personnel training programs, it was defined “Voca-
tional Competence Course” or “Specialty Core Courses”. Thus necessarily, 
dance course plays an important role in the whole system. But, as we can see 
from the situation of the standard of the preschool currently, students don't attach 
as much importance to the course as they do to the industry itself. Author as for 
the question that students how to love dance course to clarify her points, and 
combined with richer teaching experience by herself, from student’s ideology, 
executable power, classroom practices and other aspects of teaching reform. And 
it got some good reviews, therefore, author summarizes some methods to pro-
mote preschool education to be better in the future. 
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1. The status quo of preschool dance in China. 

Author work in a private university with richer teaching experience about 5 years. In our curriculum, students touch 
in dance course when they were freshmen. Therefore, the first semester means “golden time” to improve them interests 
to study. whatever our school or universities in the whole country, there are some common problems of the study status 
of preschool students: 

1.1 The consciousness of learning dance is shallow. 
Mostly students at the present stage haven’t any trainning of dance, they come from middle school then as a new-

freshman in grade one, they didn’t come to the professional dance room, didn’t touch the professional dance lever and 
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mirrors, all of them are fresh for preschool students. They don't even know what courses students are supposed to take. 
In people's perception, Dancing is the professional skills of the kindergarten teachers, but few students really understand 
why they should learn dance? How to through the way of learning dance to shape the comprehensive ability of a young 
teacher. And how to use the dance knowledges that they learned take in the further profession. As mentioned by the 
above author all, few students have ever thought it over. Not thinking comes from not having any professional training 
experience, which leads to students have conciousness of learning dance knowledges shallowly. 

1.2 Too few class hour. 
Mostly students are come from middle high school, as we can know, middle high school are focus on culture course 

and score. Most of them have never been exposed to art because art can’t increase to your college entrance examination 
achievement, unless you're an art student. Under this prerequisite, students would like to study hardly to catch up a ba-
sic standard in this industry. But mostly colleges in China, preschool education major just dominate two classes in a 
week for students, every lesson just only spending on 1.5 hours and it has 16 classes per term in the talent development 
program. This situation arises from the fact that preschool students need to studying varieties of art course and cultural 
course. Learning all kinds of art course is necessary for them to become an excellent kindergarten teacher in the further, 
that’s why they need to realize varieties of course about practical and theorical basis to improving their professional 
skills. And in our college, The system of higher vocational education is “2+1”, it means freshman came to school, the 
study-time just in grade one and grade two, they have 2-years to improve their techniques, such as dance , draw, play 
the piano, writing, jym and sing skills and so on. After 2-years skills training, students would like to practice and train-
ing base to become an internship, during this year, they must try to using all the knowledges that teachers taught in the 
kindergarden schools. Due to this educational system, in 2-years of our students, study dance course are limited in 1 
year. So they just can dance 2 terms, it means just have 32 lessons learned in their study career. During the period, we 
need to eliminate holidays. Therefore, the classes of student’s major must going to be less than 32. This kind of situa-
tion is common in most colleges and universities in China. 

1.3 When students came in school, they had poor fundation by themselves. 
Author think, mainly reflected in the following two aspects: First, The body is not enlightened efficiency. 
Although all the students studied radio exercises in high school, but it’s not really significance dance enlightenment. 

The ordinary gym exercises can’t arouse people to open their body dance. When they came to the college, mainly stu-
dents have 18 years old, their body and skeleton are very stiff. Particular in the soft opening of the limbs. Students who 
have never received professional training seems more hardly in the class, they always feel painful of their limbs, and it 
is difficult to get a big breakthrough above their basic skills. So when we teach to the students who have weak founda-
tion and uneven level. On the one hand, teachers would like to decline their training requires for them, and reduce 
training difficulty. On the other hand, teachers should spending more time to improve student’s core physical problem, 
that’s the soft opening sensitivity of the body. 

1.4 Students confused and uninterested in learning. 
Normally people are attracting the dance room when they came to here first time, especially true for the freshman. In 

the first semester, they felt lost and directionless in their major. They even have no awareness for dance professional 
knowledges. How many kind of dance should they learned? How many acts would they dance? How to teach children 
dance? Before the dance why they should to practise one's skill? Ascribe to ignorance. So at that time, most students 
were not interested in study. 

2. Thinking about the problems implied by preschool dance 
2.1 Help students find their own interest in dancing 

When freshman came to the dance room firstly, everyone will have a deep first impression of their dance teacher. So 
we are not only the first teachers for them, but also the talent scout. Learning in a fresh room to have classes is strange 
for students, so in this time, the situation can arouse their feeling of dependency to teacher from their heart. They will 
be very obedient and keep their eyes on the teacher. Teacher would grasp the first time to building a great and responsi-
ble impression in their mind. Teachers always pay attention to training professional skills and ignore ideological educa-
tion. Irrigating the classroom with skills are not intelligent. The function of the role of teacher is that help students find 
their own interest in dancing, how to dancing and why. 
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2.2 Arouse students' desire for knowledge with graceful dance 
In Chinese education system, teacher’s working attitude is direct and efficient. We can arouse their desire for know-

ledge with graceful dance, but not only though ourselves. As we can know, there are varieties of tools using in the 
modern education. For example, multimedia is closely with teaching in the classes. Teacher can using multimedia to 
enjoy more graceful dance works for students. In this process of mutual appreciation between teachers and students, 
teacher’s commentary is essential, it has a guiding effect on students. Often in the process of dance appreciation, some 
of the teacher's language will arouse the students' desire to learn dance. When watching some emotional dance works, 
the teacher can explain to them that this is an emotional work and this movement expresses love. When watching some 
story dance works, the teacher can explain to students the work that has been designed, it's like writing your essay. Of-
ten these words are easy for students to resonate with dance, therefore, teachers would like to through other methods to 
arouse their students. 

2.3 How to use the limited class hours to train students to be able to dance and choreography 
It just has 16 classes in a semester in most schools. For teachers, through teaching 16 classes for students to become a 

professional kindergarten teacher is a challenged question. In one dance class, half the class time is devoted to dancing, 
remaining time spending on training skills or theoretical study. In this case, teachers should make good use of their li-
mited project time, lead and encourage students learning dance in their free time. Teachers just teach them methodology, 
like leg presses, the teacher demonstrates to the students by teaching in class, then ask the students to work in groups 
after class. As for students with badly basic, have brave to dance is the first step. In this case, we adopt the methods that 
“excellent students” take “badly students” can process the entire class. Teachers can praise the excellent girl to demon-
strate the dance to set an example for the class, then organize the class into study groups, and every group has students 
of varying levels, so in the teaching , good students can infect others, sometimes, they can play a teacher’s role to put 
partner’s dance act right. This cooperation model need a lot of time to training after the class in their leisure time, par-
ticularly like choreography groups, choreography is not only need people dance, but also focus on the team cohesive-
ness. On the other hand, this model also can improve the relationship with classmates, leaders in the group must pay 
attention to students with weak foundations and give them more help to get good grades. In the process of teaching oth-
ers, students can find the teaching methods, it is the precious experience in their future professional. 

There is no need for teachers to waste a lot of class time asking students to do exercises. We just have to focus on 
teaching methods and models, it takes a lot of time to practice something like this, leave after class. Thus, it seems eas-
ily to work out that how to use the limited class hours to train students to be able to dance and choreography. 

3. The solution strategy is given for the present situation of preschool dance 

3.1 Do not be in a hurry to succeed，Seize the freshman prime time 
Teachers would seize the freshman prime time and carry out ideological education for them, because it’s first time for 

them came to school, they are vast and hazy, and they are as clean as a paper in this period, it is easily to education. So 
how to lead students is an essential problem to teacher. Teachers would like to have more communication with their 
students, using heart-to-heart inform to irrigate the whole class, instead of training and learning skills in the first class, 
and don’t stress them by doing homework after the firstly class time, it is easily to students boring. Thus, author think, 
gold week one is the easiest for teacher to building a great impression for students, even impact the dance class in their 
heart, but mostly teachers just focus on the method of face to face, practice for example, lecture method, and so on, they 
always neglecting the psychic method of communication. I have 5 years richer teaching experience, every grades likes 
my teaching style, so my method of teaching never failed. I always gave freshman a relatively good impression, so that 
the evaluation of class teaching of each semester, the students gave me an average score of 95 or more, it is a pretty 
good score in mostly Chinese university, and it is also a longer distant student rating for theory teachers. In conclusion, 
all of contribution due to the first time of dance class, this method of teaching called “gold time for freshman”. 

3.2 Cultivate students' learning consciousness to drive the lack of class hours 
Cultivate student’s skills is the original purpose of the preschool professional, because the major is focus on practical. 

So teachers would set out to change two aspects that optimizing the curriculum and improve the effectiveness of class. 
Start from vocational ability, teachers according to the personnel cultivating program of dance class to setting and 

administrating. Teachers can perform a set of unified standards for dance classes, For example, what basic skills and 
combinations will be assessed at the end of this semester? How difficult about press leg does test? Those would be 
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make known to students early in semester, and give them enough time to plan their training, this form can advance stu-
dents to regular their personnel training time. Secondly, in daily teaching routine, teachers should be targeted to teach 
students the essence of skills knowledge points, to teach students the pre-school knowledge that is most needed in the 
current market. In case they graduate and go to work, they can direct to working what they learned. This is the teaching 
with the times. Finally, teachers can through the management model of that allocate to groups, choose a leader in the 
group, and the group leader leads the group, it can keep the students busy and active during the after school hours. The 
management mode of "excellent students" and "poor students" can make efficient use of time, for the class, teachers 
would require students to show the homework from the last lecture, display and through competitions to check their 
works of quality. This form can make students practice their major more time in free time, and it can greatly promote 
the improvement of dance skills, i call this form is “work along both lines”. 

3.3 Urge students to attend the after-class, lead them development in many 
Teachers would lead students adopt a cooperative mode in the first class, therefore after the first class, we know, the 

after-class as important as the first class. Teachers would encourage students to take part in variety of clubs. It has two 
aspects of personnel development infected. The first is that they can through the organization to set up confidences. In 
the club, they can make friends and find the people with common interests. There they can break out of your original 
circle of friends, to realize more classmates form other colleges, so as to achieve conversations with others to collide 
with new ideas. Teachers would to encourage students development in many directions, they can advance “encourage 
education” on the class, tell to them personnel experience, stimulate them “I can”. This method means they can use their 
art skills get an opportunity to be recognized in the community, maybe it's a natural thing to get an acting gig for them, 
in fact, in the university, the opportunities to perform in the community are more than in the class. So if students want to 
give full play to their talent, they must go out the comfortable circle to the community, through realize others to open 
their views, then they can find the new opportunities belong them. Teachers would do just one thing, it “encourage 
education”. 

3.4 Teaching and education go hand in hand 
In the modern educational development pattern, most of the classroom teaching of dance is oral and personal teach-

ing, which has formed a fixed academic model (Zhao, 2009). As we known, mostly teachers in the university are very 
busy everyday, they don’t just have classes, they have meeting, studying, participate in the competition and guide the 
students, sometimes they also have a lot of administrative work form their leaders, so have classes for students just one 
of many tedious tasks. They forget the essence of education expect teaching, and educating. 

Education is not only related to knowledge imparting and learning, but also related to the inheritance and future of 
national culture and morality (Changqing Pang, 2021). If teachers always focus on the students themselves, focus time 
and energy on studying classes, form role of the students themselves  start off, realize them the attitude towards of 
dance class, yearn, questions, then make friends with students, shall stand and them equal status. Freshmen are always 
simple. They always fall in love with the class by falling in love with the teacher. Teachers would through the educa-
tional skills to arouse students interested in dance class. Face-to-face teaching model is the best way to students learn 
dance, but how to keep them in love and always be conscious? It’s not just teachers consider the teaching, and how to 
raise people. Teaching and education go hand in hand. 

4. Epilogue 
With the development of quality-oriented education, education reform has been deepened, dance education is also 

taking a rapid pace of popularization towards the society and the crowd. Dance education also the important of pre-
school major, in this major currently, there are plenty of questions and difficulties wait for modern teachers to solve. I 
have 5 years teaching experience in the college, as for freshman I taught 5 grades. For the students to learn dance prob-
lems I have some consideration and solve strategies, my solving strategies form 4 aspects to expositing that dance 
problems and difficulties. Although my exposition has many deficiencies. I am also constantly trying to explore and 
modify their own teaching methods, after practice, it is popular by students fond. Here I briefly talked about some 
teaching experience, there are improper places also ask experts to correct. 
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